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HARVEY, Skye Elizabeth 

Alias(es), if any:  None known 

Age at time of offence:  18 

Name(s) of co-accused:  None 

Name(s) of victim(s):  Unknown 

Species and breed of victim(s): 
Cats (14; all deceased except 1, subsequently named Fanceen); Himalayans 

Province(s) of offence(s):  New Brunswick 

Town/City of offence(s):  Saint John 

Date(s) of offence(s):  August 28, 2015 

Nature of offence: 

• heat exhaustion

• abandoned

• starved

• neglected (lack of adequate food, water, shelter, exercise, and/or care)

Charges:  Endangering and harming animals, Criminal Code of Canada (by indictment) 

Date(s) of sentence(s):  August 16, 2016 

Sentence details: 

• 10-YEAR BAN on owning or living with animals

• 6 months of community service

• counselling

• $200 fine

Other charges convicted of:  None known 

Name of Judge:  Unknown 

Additional notes:  None 

Links to news articles: 

• https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/new-brunswick/saint-john-police-investigating-discovery-of-
dead-cats-1.3209611

• https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/new-brunswick/cats-killed-saint-john-skye-harvey-rescue-
meow-1.3723600
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• https://atlantic.ctvnews.ca/animal-rescue-group-calls-for-tougher-laws-after-woman-pleads-
guilty-to-cat-deaths-1.3033040

Link to court decision transcript (this information may often be found by searching the database at 
https://www.canlii.org/en/):  Not available 

See photos and PDFs of articles on following pages. 
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The only cat who survived, who 
was subsequently named Fanceen. 
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Saint John police investigating discovery of dead cats

14 cats found piled in dog crate on Friday on Ready Street with no food or water, only one

survived

CBC News · Posted: Aug 31, 2015 11:36 AM AT | Last Updated: August 31, 2015

Saint John police say an investigation is underway after 14 cats were discovered in a dog crate

outside a home on the city's west side, with only one of them surviving the ordeal.

The cats were found on Friday piled in the crate on Ready Street without any food or water.

Melody McElman, the president of the Saint John SPCA, said the cage was partially concealed.

"They were in the kennel, in the earth, wrapped in a garbage bag and covered in bushes,"

McElman said.

"This is extreme, horrendous cruelty at its highest. Those cats literally cooked to death … in all

that extreme heat."

Six cats perished in the crate, while the remaining eight were taken to a city veterinary hospital.

All but one had to be euthanized.

"She's doing well," McElman said of the surviving cat.

"She's under a year old, she's still at the veterinary office and we're hopeful, we thought we'd

give her a name and call her Fanceen because that stands for 'to be free.'

"She's eating, she's very calm and very sweet. Cats and animals know when they've been

rescued and they're very grateful."

   

https://www.cbc.ca/
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No city bylaw for cats

The SPCA handles dog control for the City of Saint John, but its $80,000-per-year-contract only

manages emergency services for cats that are injured or near death.

McElman said tougher laws are needed for animal control and animal protection.

"Animal cruelty laws across Canada have been neglected the last 100 years," she said.

"Government officials, the veterinary community, animal professionals and animal shelters, we

need to come to the table for a solution because current bylaws need to be changed and

perpetrators need harsher penalties for these crimes."

The Saint John SPCA is filled to capacity with homeless cats, but McElman says the abandoned

cats could have been placed in emergency foster care or taken in by another rescue

organization in the city.

"There are many groups of people that have the best intentions in wanting to rescue animals

and do a fantastic job, but the shelter has the infrastructure," she said.

"We can get the medication, we can get the care, anyone of us would have reached out and

helped."

©2018 CBC/Radio-Canada. All rights reserved.

Visitez Radio-Canada.ca

http://www.cbc.radio-canada.ca/
http://ici.radio-canada.ca/
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Saint John teen avoids jail time a�er pleading guilty in deaths of 14
cats

Skye Elizabeth Harvey, 18, put cats in dog crate, covered it with garbage bag, then forgot about

them

CBC News · Posted: Aug 16, 2016 7:15 PM AT | Last Updated: August 17, 2016

Members of the animal activist group Rescue Meow waited outside the Saint John Law Courts building on
Tuesday to confront Skye Elizabeth Harvey, 18, who avoided jail time after the death of 14 cats. (Kashmala
Fida/CBC)

Animal activists expressed outrage yesterday after a Saint John woman was given a conditional

sentence to be served in the community and a year to pay a $200 fine for causing the deaths of

14 cats. 

Skye Elizabeth Harvey, 18, previously pleaded guilty to a charge of endangering and harming 15

cats. 

CBC

https://www.cbc.ca/
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One of the 15 Himalayan cats survived after Harvey crammed them into a dog crate and then

into a garbage bag, and left them behind at her home on the city's west side last year, the

provincial court in Saint John was told.

She killed 14 cats and she is not doing aShe killed 14 cats and she is not doing a
day in jail. This is wrong.day in jail. This is wrong.

- Michelle Parker, Rescue Meow

Michelle Parker, one of about a dozen animal activists who gathered outside the Saint John Law

Courts building to confront Harvey, said the sentence is too lenient for the crime.

"She killed 14 cats and she is not doing a day in jail. This is wrong," said Parker, a member of

Rescue Meow.

"What are we saying? That it's OK to hurt, abuse, and neglect and murder animals and it's OK

because she is just 18?That's foolishness," she said.

Saint John police investigating discovery of dead cats

Harvey was also ordered to get counselling, and stay away from animals and not stay in a

house with pets for the next 10 years. 

She had also previously been charged with violating the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to

Animals Act by failing to provide the cats with food, shelter, water and care. That charge was

dropped.

Evidence showed Harvey had put the cats in the crate to avoid a negative inspection by her

landlord, who did not allow pets in the house. She later forgot about them, court was told.

Fourteen of the cats were either found dead on the scene on Aug. 28, 2015, or were later

euthanized.

Harvey's age and her early guilty plea were deciding factors in her sentencing, the judge said.

http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/new-brunswick/saint-john-police-investigating-discovery-of-dead-cats-1.3209611
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I think it's absolutely ridiculous thatI think it's absolutely ridiculous that
death by torture is OK as long as youdeath by torture is OK as long as you
say you are guilty.say you are guilty.

- Stephanie Thornton, Rescue Meow

"I think it's absolutely ridiculous that death by torture is OK as long as you say you are guilty,"

said Stephanie Thornton, founder of Rescue Meow.

Tara Theall discovered the cats in the crate last year.

Theall was out with her twin sister and best friend looking for their own lost cat when they

found the dead animals in the bushes.

Theall was uncomfortable talking about the condition of the cats, but said in an interview

outside of court that she thought the sentencing was fair.

"It took a really long time, but we are really happy with what happened. I think two years jail

time, which everybody else wanted, wouldn't do her any good. She needs the help."

©2018 CBC/Radio-Canada. All rights reserved.

Visitez Radio-Canada.ca

http://www.cbc.radio-canada.ca/
http://ici.radio-canada.ca/
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Animal rescue group calls for tougher laws after woman pleads
guilty to cat deaths
CTV Atlantic 
Published Wednesday, August 17, 2016 7:10PM ADT 

Animal lovers are calling for tougher animal cruelty laws after a young woman pleaded guilty to endangering and harming more than a dozen cats,
most of which died or were put down.

Skye Harvey, 18, pleaded guilty this week to the death of 13 cats that were found in a crate in August of last year.

“We’ve heard of other cases where people have injured animals and they’ve gone to jail, why didn’t it happen here,” says rescue group member
Michelle Parker.

Harvey was sentenced to six months of community service, along with conditions which involve counseling
and she has to pay a $200 fine. She is also not allowed to own or live with any animals for the next 10
years.

“They are so slack, we don’t seem to give, and society doesn’t seem to recognize that animals deserve to
be protected too,” says rescue group member Luan Salmon.

“They were in a large dog crate and about 14 of them,” says Saint John SPCA Manager Joan Richardson.
“You couldn’t exactly tell how many, there was a black garbage bag over the front of it."

Although there is some debate with whether justice was served in this particular case, both the SPCA and
the animal rescue group do agree that more laws need to be put in place when it comes to animal cruelty.

“We want to make people aware that this is not okay, that was a horrific case,” says Richardson. “Those
cats didn’t have to die, there were other things that people can do to rehome their pets.”

“It just seems like it’s out there that people think, ‘well I don’t like them, we’re not going to get anything for it, so we can do whatever we feel like,’”
says rescue group member Shelley Churley. “It’s still a life to me.”

The group says they’ll continue to work in the community to rescue as many cats as possible, all while fighting for justice for these animals.

Even with debate of the outcome of this case, the SPCA says this is a step in the right direction. They say often times, animal abuse cases never
make it to court, so they hope this one can be a lesson that these cases are taken serious.

With files from CTV Atlantic’s Ashley Blackford
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Joan Richardson of the Saint John SPCA
says they want to make people aware
that they can always can rehome their
pets instead of resorting to cruelty or
harming animals.
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